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ABSTRACT

The dramatic increase in obese and overweight Americans over the last two decades has produced enormous scholarly interest. New theories as to the causes, medical consequences, and legal implications of obesity abound. Despite this increase in obesity scholarship, medical, legal, and social science understandings of this topic largely remain segregated by field. This article attempts to accomplish an intersectional analysis of a discrete portion of recent scholarship in an effort to reveal otherwise indiscernible causes and consequences of obesity.

Currently, the available medical scholarship focuses almost exclusively on either single-characteristic empirical analysis or tracking health outcomes. The limited social science literature on this topic is generally focused on assessing the advance of obesity as a stigmatizing force in society but tends to avoid issues of causation altogether. Finally, the legal scholarship in this area centers on issues of feminism and potential judicial development of antidiscrimination law. To overcome this insulation, this article applies an intersectional approach to 1) demonstrate the problem of increased obesity in impoverished women; 2) trace this problem to specific policy failures promoting obesity in this specific group; 3) evaluate the medical, social, and legal consequences of these policy failures; and 4) propose policy reforms on the basis of the combined recommendations set forth in medical, legal, and social science literature.

Specifically, the insular nature of obesity scholarship has obscured the important connections between gender, poverty, and obesity. This article posits that this insulation obscures important policy failures in the Food Stamps program and Temporary Aid to Needy Families (TANF) program that promote obesity in poor women. These policy failures impose increased medical hardship, generate social stigma preventing escape from poverty, and erode the protections of Title VII afforded to poor women. This article argues that the Food Stamps Program and TANF must be revisited and reassessed to eliminate the obesity-inducing food insecurity, temporal poverty, and unhealthy food selection each program currently promotes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The obesity epidemic1 rapidly spreading through every part of American society has been examined in a variety of ways. Prevalence of the disease— affecting as many as 72 million Americans2—has been associated with age, race, and socioeconomic status. Yet one significant risk factor has been almost uniformly ignored outside a small group of medical studies. That factor is gender. The majority of obese Americans are women, or, more precisely, poor women. Though the margins vary, Caucasian, African American, and Hispanic women with limited economic resources outpace their male counterparts in epidemiological surveys of obesity.3 What’s more, this increased incidence of obesity in women holds for almost every age group.4 Despite this readily apparent gender asymmetry, biological differences alone simply cannot explain why women are more prone to clinical obesity.

If no innate trait fully accounts for these statistical variations, then perhaps the risk factor promoting obesity in women is not biologically related to gender at all but, rather, environmentally driven in ways uniquely associated with gender. As women move out of poverty, the prevalence of obesity becomes almost inversely proportional to income in every race and age group despite failing to produce a similar impact in men.5 This article posits that the increased rate of obesity observed in women with limited economic resources results as a direct consequence of a series of unique social policy pressures imposed almost exclusively upon impoverished women by America’s most basic social welfare policies.

Section II will examine the relationship between gender and other risk factors for obesity as represented in statistical epidemiology surveys conducted by the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) and the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS). I will discuss the links between obesity, gender, and socioeconomic status as well as several other contributing factors in an effort to illuminate the important hidden risk factors driving the spread of this disease through the ranks of America’s least advantaged women.

Section III will consider four potential policy-driven explanations for the divergence between the male and female obesity rates at or around the poverty line. Specifically, I will examine the following policy failures giving rise to increased obesity in poor women: 1) failure of the Food Stamps program to promote healthy eating and access to healthy foods; and 2) the negative impact of the Temporary Aid to Needy Families program on food security and the
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1. See infra Section II.A for a more detailed definition of obesity. For the purposes of this article, the term “obesity” should be understood to generally refer to the condition of maintaining a body mass index (BMI) greater than 30. Though meriting similar evaluation, this article will not consider the very different situation of those Americans classified only as “overweight.”
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availability of non-employment time for activities such as meal preparation and exercise.

Section IV will examine the medical, legal, and social consequences attached to obesity in women. In particular, I will consider 1) obesity’s hidden medical difficulties specifically affecting women; 2) the added social obstacles imposed upon obese women limiting economic and social advancement; and 3) the implications of obesity discrimination as a form of subtle gender discrimination circumventing the important protections secured by Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

Section V will conclude with recommendations aimed at transforming social welfare policies that actually promote obesity in poor women into programs reversing the spread of America’s deadly new epidemic.

II. THE SCOPE AND SOURCE OF THE GENDER-OBESEITY ISSUE

Obesity in America, both as a social disease and frequent headline, is oversimplified by its popular conception. Though important and relevant to this discussion, commonly discussed aggregate numbers and even simple breakdowns along gender lines belie the complexity of this modern epidemic. Instead, the key to identifying and remedying the root causes of obesity turns on a careful review of the intersections of various empirical data sets collected by the DHHS, through the offices of the CDC and the National Institutes of Health, various scholars publishing their findings in peer reviewed journals, and even the United States Census Bureau.6

The data collected by these organizations shows, in short, that the differences observed in male and female obesity rates cannot be attributed to mere biology. That is not to say there are no genetic, pathological, or otherwise biological causes contributing to American obesity.7 The prevalence of these characteristics, however, pales in comparison to obesity’s primary cause—caloric imbalance.8 Biology, while critical to the study of obesity in general, simply fails to comprehensively explain the differences observed in men and women.

Instead, the absolute dominance of caloric imbalance as the primary cause of obesity and the consistent divergence in male/female obesity rates suggests that some other factor is causing both greater and more frequent over-consumption and/or insufficient exertion in women. Yet only one factor considered in the array of available empirical studies explains this correlation—poverty. Women of all ages and races experience obesity at a higher rate than men.9 Obesity consistently declines in women as income increases and vice-
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versa. At the same time, no such correlation between income and obesity exists in men. Ultimately, the empirical data set forth in this section bears out an important revelation—the intersection of gender and poverty is itself one of the most significant risk factors promoting obesity in American women.

A. Defining Obesity

Though, as previously mentioned, gender is not sufficient in itself to explain the role of gender as an obesity risk factor, the research studies defining and addressing the scope of the obesity problem in America provide an important and necessary backdrop for better understanding the gendered pathology of this disease. As such, the first step in understanding the gender-poverty risk factor posited by this article is crafting a clear definition of “obesity.”

Though capable of multiple constructions, the term “obesity” is uniformly defined in all major sources of empirical data as well as the majority of medical texts. Generally speaking, obesity is the medical condition of maintaining too much body fat. Despite its characterization as a disease, obesity is better understood as a “[label] for ranges of weight that are greater than what is generally considered healthy for a given height.” Technically, this “label” should be applied anytime an individual’s body mass index (BMI) reaches or exceeds a numerical value of 30. Body mass index is calculated by dividing weight (lbs.) by height (in.) squared and multiplying by a factor of 703. Any individual—regardless of age, gender, or race—exhibiting a BMI of 30 or more suffers from clinical obesity.

At the same time, “obesity” should not be conflated with the related medical condition “overweight.” Much like obesity, overweight can be understood as another “label” describing a range of weight greater than the healthy weight for a given height. As with obesity, overweight is diagnosed primarily through BMI calculation. In order to be classified as overweight, an individual must present with a BMI between 25 and 29.9. Though an important issue meriting its own broad review, the metric of overweight is
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beyond the scope of this Article’s focus on the obesity issue. As such, the empirical data that follows excludes information pertaining to overweight and only considers individuals with a BMI of 30 or greater.

One other important connotative concern arises regarding the limits of the obesity definition used by the medical community. Obesity should not be construed as tantamount to “unfitness.” A growing number of scholars have criticized obesity research as creating an inaccurate picture of American health by failing to consider individual variations (e.g., muscle mass) in developing the BMI method. While these scholars raise a valid point warranting greater review, the presumption of unfitness may not actually be a definitional problem. Instead, as will be addressed infra in Sections IV.B.2 and IV.B.3, the assumption in the medical community and among laypersons that obesity always amounts to unfitness represents, in many ways, an important repercussion of being a poor, obese woman in America. As such, the standard BMI definition used in the epidemiological tracking of obesity and the vast majority of research addressing obesity in general represents a better, though admittedly not perfect, approach to defining obesity.

B. The Numbers: Who is Currently Obese in America?

The CDC estimated in 2007 that approximately 72 million Americans are obese. Similarly, the DHHS reported in 2004 that more than one-third of Americans are obese despite no commensurate increase in the prevalence of overweight-excluding-obesity in forty years. Those numbers mark a sharp increase in just four years since the Obesity Society reported that 59 million Americans were obese in 2002. Given these startling figures—a significant portion of the population—which Americans are most likely to be obese? This apparently simple question can be answered in two very different ways.

The first, and most straightforward, approach simply isolates individual characteristics like gender, race, socioeconomic status, and age. Though valuable, this overly simplistic evaluative mechanism can only provide isolated snapshots of American obesity relative to the other factors considered by most surveys. As such, this response to the “who is obese” question tends to produce skewed results unfairly attributing obesity to individually tested factors and, in the process, neglecting the complex interplay of even the four narrow factors

17. For more on overweight, its risk factors, and consequences, see Richard Miech et al., Trends in the Association of Poverty with Overweight Among US Adolescents, 1971-2004, 295 JAMA 2385 (2006); Aviva Must et al., The Disease Burden Associated with Overweight and Obesity, 282 JAMA 1523 (1999); Marika Tiggemann & Esther D. Rothblum, Gender Differences in Social Consequences of Perceived Overweight in the United States and Australia, 18 SEX ROLES 75 (1988).
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enumerated above. Nonetheless, an analysis of these factors is necessary to understand where single-characteristics cease to have force and, instead, synergistic promotion begins.

In order to comprehend this synergistic promotion, the second, and more sophisticated, approach to predicting which Americans are most likely to become obese requires more than a single-factor answer. Building from the single-factor data, more recent statistical reviews of obesity have begun evaluating various combinations and permutations of gender, race, socioeconomic status, and age to see how factors can combat or contribute to obesity when combined. This multi-factored approach serves to both identify the major causes of obesity and, more importantly, better enable the identification of polices affecting specific populations—a virtually impossible task when looking at any one of these factors in isolation.

1. The Breakdown by Gender, Race, Socioeconomic Status, and Age

Starting first with the single-factor approach, several government organizations and private researchers have developed comprehensive figures addressing gender, race, socioeconomic status, and age. Produced by the government, the DHHS’ biannual publication *Health* is the primary source for statistical data on obesity and obesity trends. In the private arena, Cynthia Ogden et al.’s “Prevalence of Overweight and Obesity in the United States, 1999-2004” as published in the *Journal of the American Medical Association* represents the prevailing benchmark against which a significant portion of obesity research is reviewed.22 Despite employing different methodologies, these two major sources of obesity data render very similar figures regarding the correlation between the four characteristics supra and American obesity.

Turning first to gender, women are decidedly more likely than men to develop obesity. By the end of 2004, 34.0 percent of women twenty years of age and older were obese whereas only 30.2 percent of men were obese.23 Following up on these findings, the CDC announced in 2007 that the gender gap had narrowed slightly with 35.3 percent of women and 33.3 percent of men presenting as obese.24 Ogden et al. similarly observed a general obesity rate of 32.2 percent.25 When broken down along gender lines, the Ogden study, which separated obesity and “extreme” obesity defined as a BMI greater than or equal to 40, observed a 2.1 percent increased rate of standard obesity and 4.1 percent increased rate of extreme obesity in women.26 As such, even when isolated, gender consistently produces a readily observable statistical gap.

Turning next to race, only the Ogden study exclusively broke its data down into race-only categories. The study considered three major categories: Caucasian, Black/African American, and Mexican/Latino. Among Caucasians,
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22. Ogden, supra note 6. As an example of the importance of this article in the field, the ISI Citation System indicated that more than 492 researchers have relied upon its findings in articles published in various academic journals as of May 2008.
24. Ctrs. for Disease Control & Prevention, supra note 2.
25. Ogden, supra note 6, at 1553 (Table 4).
26. Id. (Table 5).
the Ogden study found that 30 percent of all adults were classified as obese. Among Black/African Americans, that rate rose to 45 percent. Among Mexican/Latino individuals, the rate fell between Caucasians and Black/African Americans at 36.8 percent. Though the DHHS considered race in conjunction with gender, discussed infra, their figures correlate precisely to the “rank order” produced by the Ogden study with Black/African Americans presenting the highest incidence of obesity followed by Mexican/Latino Americans and Caucasians.

Examinations of socioeconomic status and obesity rates also produced varying results. The DHHS divided socioeconomic status into three categories: 1) below 100 percent of the poverty level; 2) between 100 percent and 200 percent of the poverty level; and 3) 200 percent or more above the poverty level. Broken down in this way, 34.9 percent of individuals presented as “obese” in the first category, 34.6 percent in the second category, and 30.6 percent in the third category. The Ogden study did not evaluate its subjects on the basis of socioeconomic status.

Finally, both the DHHS study and the Ogden study tracked the relationship between age and obesity. The DHHS study broke age down into six major categories: 1) 20-34 years; 2) 35-44 years; 3) 45-54 years; 4) 55-64 years; 5) 65-74 years; and 6) 75 years and over. The DHHS study found obesity rates of 25.9 percent, 33.5 percent, 34.9 percent, 37.5 percent, 35 percent, and 21.5 percent for each of these categories, respectively. The Ogden study broke its findings into only three categories: 1) 20-39 years; 2) 40-59 years; 3) greater than or equal to 60 years. The Ogden study found obesity rates of 28.5 percent, 36.8 percent, and 31 percent for each of these categories, respectively.

Ultimately, while each isolated analysis provides some insight into the factors promoting obesity, no single category provides a conclusive explanation or predictive profile.

2. An Intersectional Review of the Statistics

Moving beyond the isolated factor approach discussed supra, both the DHHS study and the Ogden study also examined the important intersection of gender, race, socioeconomic status, and age to determine how these factors interact to further increase the risk of obesity. For the purposes of this discussion, the most critical of these reviews centers on the combination of gender with each of the three other factors.
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When looking at the interplay of gender and age, both the DHHS and the Ogden studies observed consistent results among males and females. Generally speaking, the DHHS study’s gender-age figures tracked those listed above with men staying below those rates and women slightly exceeding them. Specifically, the DHHS found that in individuals 20-34 years the obesity rate was 23.2 percent for men and 28.6 percent for women. In the 35-44 age group, the obesity rate was 33.8 percent for men and 33.3 percent for women. In the 45-54 age group, the obesity rate was 31.8 percent for men and 38 percent for women. In the 55-64 age group, the obesity rate was 36 percent for men and 39 percent for women. In the 65-74 age group, the obesity rate was 32.1 percent for men and 37.9 percent for women. Finally, in the 75 and over age group, the obesity rate dropped to 19.9 percent for men and 23.2 percent for women.37 In total, the average age disparity between men and women by age was 3.9 percent—closely adhering to the observed rate differences in men and women generally. These findings are also generally supported by the Ogden study, which looked at only three major age groups. In the 20-39 age group, the obesity rate was 28 percent for men and 28.9 percent for women. In the 40-59 age group, the obesity rate was 34.8 percent for men and 38.8 percent for women. Finally in the 60 and over age group, the obesity rate was 30.4 percent for men and 31.5 percent for women.38 In total, the Ogden study observed an average age disparity of 2 percent—only 0.1 percent lower than its reported gender gap. Ultimately, then, both studies suggest that age similarly affects obesity rates in both men and women.

Turning next to gender and race, the most interesting aspect of the DHHS and Ogden data may be the consistency of male obesity rates across races compared to the inconsistency among females of different race groups. Both studies grouped individuals as Caucasians, Black/African Americans, and Mexican/Latinos. In males, the Ogden study found an obesity rate of 31.1 percent among Caucasians, 34 percent among Black/African Americans, and 31.6 percent among Mexican/Latinos.40 Similarly the DHHS study observed generally consistent figures between race groups. The DHHS found that 31 percent of Caucasian men, 31.2 percent of Black/African American men, and 30.5 percent of Mexican/Latino men were obese.41 Despite the parity among men, the congruent rates along race lines terminate when female obesity rates are considered. The Ogden study found that 30.2 percent of Caucasian women, 53.9 percent of Black/African American women, and 42.3 percent of Mexican/Latino women were obese.42 Similarly, the DHHS found female rates of obesity were at 31.5 percent for Caucasians, 51.6 percent for Black/African
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Americans, and 40.3 percent for Mexican/Latinos. Consequently, the correlation between race and obesity appears to adhere only in female subjects.

Finally, the intersection of gender and poverty provides some of the most surprising data. Though neither the DHHS study nor the Ogden study analyzed poverty along gender lines, two recent publications have broken down the data to focus specifically on the correlation between gender and poverty. First, Adam Drewnowski and S.E. Specter recently reviewed the 2004 aggregate obesity statistics and tracked the correlation between obesity, percent of the poverty level of obese individuals, gender, and years of education of obese individuals. Regarding poverty level, they considered four socioeconomic classifications: 1) less than 100 percent of the poverty level; 2) between 100 and 199 percent of the poverty level; 3) between 200 and 399 percent of the poverty level; and 4) greater than 400 percent of the poverty level. In the first category, Drewnowski and Specter observed a nearly 16 percent disparity between men and women. In the second category, that disparity dropped to approximately 5 percent followed by 1 percent in the third category. In the final category, women actually presented less frequently than men with an average obesity rate of only 13 percent. More strikingly, while men’s obesity rose with socioeconomic status until men entered the 200-399 percent poverty range, women’s rates of obesity consistently declined with increased income.

Drewnowski and Specter are not alone in these findings. A 2007 study by Youfa Wang and May Beydoun appears to confirm these figures. Relying upon three general socioeconomic categories, Wang and Beydoun found that men of low socioeconomic status presented as obese 26.7 percent of the time, men of medium socioeconomic status presented as obese 29.4 percent of the time, and men of high socioeconomic status presented as obese 23.6 percent of the time—exactly mirroring the brief rise and fall observed by Drewnowski and Specter. At the same time, Wang and Beydoun observed rates of 37.8 percent obesity in low socioeconomic status women, 34.5 percent obesity in middle socioeconomic status women, and 29.9 percent in high socioeconomic status women—again matching the steady decline observed by Drewnowski and Specter.

Analyzing socioeconomic status in terms of education, Drewnowski and Specter broke the data into five categories: 1) less than 12 years of education; 2) 12 years of education; 3) 12-16 years of education; 4) 16 years of education; and 5) more than 16 years of education. Among women with less than 12 years of education, the obesity rate was 27.5 percent—5.5 percent higher than that observed in similarly situated men. For women with 12 years of education or
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more, however, women were consistently less likely to be obese than their male counterparts in every category. While this trend of decreased obesity with increased education holds for men as well, women’s obesity rates dropped 16 percent between the first and final categories whereas men’s rates only dropped 10 percent.\footnote{51} In total, both the Drewnowski and Specter review as well as the Wang-Beydoun study clearly indicate a direct correlation between poverty and obesity unique to women.

C. The Trends: A Dynamic Picture of American Obesity

One final empirical consideration bears review before turning to the implications of this data. While all of the factual information set forth \textsuperscript{supra} provides a concise and accurate snapshot of obesity in America at a particular moment, the broader obesity trends tracked by the DHHS also demand at least a cursory glance before proceeding. The DHHS began collecting obesity data with the first National Health and Nutritional Examination Survey (NHANES) in 1956.\footnote{52} Since that time, NHANES has included information relating to the prevalence of healthy weight, overweight, and obesity among Americans as collected on five discrete occasions at various time intervals ranging from two years up to eight years.

The DHHS, through NHANES, has consistently tracked both aggregate obesity figures and obesity-by-gender figures in all five studies. The five periods of study for these two categories of obesity data were: 1) 1960-1962; 2) 1971-1974; 3) 1976-1980; 4) 1988-1994; and 5) 2001-2004.\footnote{53} For these periods, the DHHS observed an initial gradual rise in obesity prevalence followed by a sharp increase in the 1990s and early 2000s. Specifically, rates only climbed from 13.3 percent in 1960-1962 to 14.6 percent in 1971-1974, and then to 15.1 percent in 1976-1980.\footnote{54} Thereafter, obesity increased at a much faster pace with an observed rate of 23.3 in 1988-1994 and, finally, 32.1 percent in 2002.\footnote{55}

The gender-obesity gap has traveled along a similar path generally maintaining a 4 to 6 percent disparity. In 1960-1962, women presented at a rate 5.7 percent greater than men. In 1971-1974, women presented at a rate 4.6 percent greater than men. In 1976-1980, that number declined slightly to 4.3 percent only to rebound to 5.4 percent in 1988-1994. In 2001-2004, the gap narrowed to its lowest level in any recorded period to settle at 3.8 percent.\footnote{56}

Poverty level tracking did not begin until the 1971-1974 study. In that first study, individuals below the poverty level had an obesity rate of 20.7 percent, whereas those between 100 and 200 percent of poverty only presented as obese 18.4 percent of the time and those above 200 percent were obese only 12.4 percent of the time. These figures remained almost unchanged in 1976-1980 with figures of 21.9 percent, 18.7 percent, and 12.9 percent, respectively. In the
1988-1994 study, these percentages increased to 29.2 percent, 26.6 percent, and 21.4 percent but remained in the same rank order. Only in the 2001-2004 study did the rank order come close to changing as the gap between the first two categories became almost equal. Consequently, while narrowed, the general poverty observations have remained constant throughout the more than forty-year period.  

Finally, race tracking was only employed in the final three studies. Among Caucasians, obesity rose from 12.4 percent in males and 15.4 percent in females in 1976-1980 to 31 percent in males and 31.5 percent in females in 2001-2004. Among Black/African Americans, obesity rose from 16.5 percent in males and 31 percent in females in 1976-1980 to 31.2 percent in males and 51.6 percent in females in 2001-2004. Finally, in Mexican/Latinos, obesity rose from 15.7 percent in males and 26.6 percent in females in 1976-1980 to 30.5 percent in males and 40.3 percent in females in 2001-2004. As such, general distribution of obesity among race groups, while increased overall, has generally remained constant.

In short, every trend line tracking obesity in the five NHANES studies shows dramatic increases in obesity generally consistent along lines of poverty, race, and gender.

D. Conclusions Derived From This Data

After exhaustively reviewing the data compiled by the DHHS, the NHANES studies, and various independent scholars, the data on American obesity renders four important observations. First, whatever is causing increased obesity in women is not new. Second, something about race is driving increased obesity but it generally only affects the women within these minority groups. Third, poverty only has a significant impact on obesity rates for women. And, finally, consideration of any of these factors in isolation obscures the motivating synergy driving the heightened obesity observed in women.

As the longitudinal studies indicate, women have consistently been more obese than men since data collection began. While the margin of difference may vary from year to year, the consistent 4 to 6 percent disparity observed in every NHANES study suggests an important point: some constant factor likely drives the different prevalence in women and men. Considering the relatively miniscule effect of biological disorders on the obesity rates, that factor likely is social. Even with the recent narrowing of the gender gap observed by the CDC, the persistence of a distinction between men and women’s obesity rates further suggests a common social factor may be driving the disparity.

In the same way that some unidentified social factor appears to be driving obesity in women versus men, some unidentified social factor appears to be driving obesity disparities between the three surveyed racial groupings. Yet once these groupings are broken down by gender, a very different image emerges. Rather than seeing consistent rates of obesity among women of different races, we see heightened obesity for women in all groups, with some
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factor further exacerbating obesity rates in minority women. As argued in more detail infra, this overlap in gender disparity combined with the heightened impact on certain racial groups suggests that whatever unidentified factor drives the gender disparity has a bigger impact on and/or is more pervasive among minority women than Caucasian women.

What is that factor? Poverty. Considering the gender data first, Drewnowski and Specter as well as Wang and Beydoun, both demonstrate a direct correlation between poverty and obesity in women. These studies show that women living in poverty are significantly more likely to be obese than men living in poverty, the risk attached to poverty decreases with movement up the socioeconomic ladder, and men do not experience the same dramatic decline in obesity as observed in women. In short, poverty alone seems to have a unique and important influence on which American women will become obese. Yet this uni-factor analysis of women’s obesity still obscures the critical role of poverty and social welfare programs in promoting American obesity.

In isolating poverty as the source of increased obesity in women, the intersections of this data begs reiteration to identify at least one probable source of heightened obesity in women with limited economic resources. In the uni-factor setting, women are more likely than men to be obese; women of color are more likely to be obese than Caucasian women; poor women are more likely to be obese than wealthy women. When these factors are combined, the disparities in the data begin to align. Women of color are more than twice as likely as Caucasian women to live at or below the poverty level.59 What is more, women in poverty are generally more likely to partake in the social welfare programs discussed infra. Specifically, food stamps are provided to 4.5 million more women than men, and 21 million women as opposed to 16 million men are eligible to partake in the food stamps program.60 Similarly, women are more likely to participate in TANF, and TANF participants are twice as likely to participate in the food stamps program.61 As such, what seems to unify obese women in America into a single group is poverty, and one consequence of that poverty is a shared experience in the American social welfare system. Building from this empirical analysis, then, the question becomes: is America’s social welfare infrastructures making women obese? The answer is yes.

III. A LOOK AT THE PUBLIC POLICIES DRIVING FEMALE OBESITY

Building off of the empirical data suggesting that the source of increased female obesity is largely the common social experience created by social welfare programs, the next question is which policies are driving this persistent socioeconomic gender gap. In particular, this Section will examine the two most significant and readily apparent programs driving this problem. First, it will explore the ways in which the Food Stamps program fails to provide access to
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healthy foods while actually promoting over-consumption. Second, it will consider the negative impact of the TANF program on food security and the availability of non-employment time for activities such as meal preparation and exercise.

A. Food Stamps: Problems of Security and Access

The Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) has served as the primary universal nutrition safety net provided by the federal government since 1939. In the nearly 70 years since its inception, SNAP has transformed through congressional legislation from a simple surplus purchase program into an intricate social entitlement program providing assistance to more than 30 million individuals. For almost the entirety of its existence, the primary goal of the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), the program’s primary federal administrative body, has been to expand the reach of the program to make more Americans eligible, remove barriers to participation, and increase enrollment among eligible groups.

Despite enormous success in these efforts to expand, scholars examining SNAP have only recently begun to ask whether food stamps may actually be harming enrolled individuals. Though these concerns about how food stamps incentivize certain types of behavior take a variety of forms, two particular concerns take center stage in the ongoing obesity discussion. First, though food stamps have become increasingly easy to use in recent years, improved efficiency has not been effectively paired with efforts to make healthy food choices more accessible. Second, the inadequacy of monthly benefits, the long cyclical period of distribution, and general participant instability renders participation in the program more difficult and less certain. This trio of problems promotes one of the greatest impetuses driving over-consumption—food insecurity. Combined, limited access to healthy foods under SNAP and heightened food insecurity may explain the correlation between SNAP participation and obesity—particularly in women.

1. Understanding the Workings and Evolution of the Modern SNAP

Before examining the two narrow problems undermining the value of SNAP and promoting obesity in women, it is important to first understand how
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the modern SNAP functions on a daily basis and how that function has changed since the inception of the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996 (PRWORA). This brief review will both explain questions of eligibility and the practical difficulties attendant to actually making use of the food aid benefits afforded by SNAP.

First, on the matter of eligibility, several qualifications govern participation. The foremost requirement is citizenship or qualifying legal status. As a consequence, all undocumented individuals residing in the United States are categorically excluded from SNAP aid. In addition, the list of qualifying non-citizens is narrowly constrained to reach only certain groups. While legal immigrant children and Lawful Permanent Residents (LPRs) with military connections are immediately eligible, all other non-disabled adult legal immigrants must first qualify for LPR status then accrue a 40-credit work history to gain eligibility status. Second, an able-bodied individual between the ages of 18 and 60 must engage in a certain amount of work activity in order to receive benefits. Initially introduced as part of a series of changes in the 1970s, the work requirement acquired new teeth with the enactment of PRWORA when SNAP time limits were formally linked to work performance. Finally, eligibility only extends to households with a maximum income of $2,000 per month exclusive of TANF income and Supplemental Security Income (SSI). For households including disabled persons, the cap rises to $3,000 per month.

Beyond eligibility, the other piece of information critical to assessing the impact of SNAP is the manner in which it actually allows the consumption of benefits. SNAP functions as a block grant program whereby, generally, states are responsible for certification of participants and issuance of aid, while the federal government bears responsibility for funding awarded benefits and authorizing retailer participation. While SNAP at one time used stamps that were redeemed in place of cash, all SNAP participants throughout the United States now employ territory-wide Electronic Benefits Transfer (EBT) to spend awarded benefits. EBT benefits are distributed and utilized in the form of a card resembling an ATM card. An EBT card may be charged for permitted purchases of food products like a regular ATM or credit card at the checkout stand of participating retailers.

Once a participant qualifies and receives their EBT card, the primary question that remains is where the benefits may be spent. Generally, a retailer will qualify to participate in SNAP if they offer for sale, on a continuous basis, at least three varieties of qualifying: a) meat, poultry or fish; b) bread or cereal; c)
vegetables or fruits; and d) dairy products. Alternatively, retailers who earn more than half of the total dollar amount of all sales in the form of eligible food staples also qualify. Once a retailer qualifies under the federal guidelines, the retailer may accept EBT cards from any participant.

2. Impossible Choices: Addressing Limited Access to Healthy Foods

The first major problem driving obesity among SNAP participants—a group largely made up of poor women—stems from the contradiction between advised purchases and real world market conditions. While the Farm Bill of 2002 introduced new funding to instruct participants on proper nutrition, no accompanying provision promoting access to those healthy foods suggested by the nutritional materials was ever even considered. Instead, Congress has and continues to proceed on the presumption that all Americans have easy access to a participating supermarket where they can purchase the “right” foods.

According to the USDA, the following classes of products are available for purchase with an individual’s monthly allotment of food stamps: breads and cereals, fruits and vegetables, meats, fish and poultry, and dairy products as well as seeds or plants that will produce food. At the same time, the SNAP forbids the use of food stamps to purchase alcohol, tobacco, nonfood items like paper products and pet food, vitamins and medicines, food eaten in the store, and hot foods. Though this list suggests participants gain access to a balance of healthy foods, what happens when the only accepting provider is a small corner store stocking only high fat meats, whole milk, high calorie breads and cereals, and, possibly, no produce? This situation is not as farfetched as it may seem. Large portions of poor urban and rural residents live in so-called “food deserts.” A “food desert” refers to an area with severely limited access to consumer food sources.

In these food deserts, individuals are often forced to make difficult consumptive choices. In areas where only convenience stores, with their very limited selection of healthy foods, are readily accessible, individuals tend to chose among unhealthy options rather than undertake the often difficult task of coordinating childcare and transportation to reach (and perhaps more problematically bring large amounts of groceries back from) supermarkets outside their neighborhoods. In a study of four Minneapolis food deserts, researchers in this study defined “food deserts” as “urban areas with 10 or fewer stores and no stores with more than 20 employees.”
researchers found that prices within the surveyed area were markedly higher than at major retail chains outside the selected area and basic healthy foods like apples and broccoli were virtually unavailable.84 This phenomenon is not limited, however to Minneapolis. Food deserts exist in New York City,85 Chicago,86 the San Francisco Bay area,87 and other major metropolitan and rural areas.88 Additionally, these deserts consistently arise only in areas of significant poverty—limiting their impact to those most likely to be constrained in their purchasing power and reliant upon SNAP benefits to purchase food—impoverished women.89

Though overlooked by the USDA, these food deserts encompassing a large number of poor communities represent a major problem in the battle against obesity. In short, food deserts erect high barriers between SNAP benefits and healthy food choices—virtually insurmountable barriers for women forced to secure childcare, forgo wages, and either make use of time-consuming public transportation or procure other means of reaching supermarkets to get access to healthy foods. This impacts obesity rates because individuals subject to these pressures will simply elect the more expedient option of walking to the corner store and purchasing processed food, whole milk, and high calorie breads in place of much needed fruits and vegetables.90 In a nationally representative sample of low-income households, a recent study discovered that easy access to supermarkets offering a broad array of choices increased household consumption of fruits and vegetables by roughly 84 grams per day among SNAP participants.91 Yet, at the same time, 25 percent of SNAP participants lacked “easy access” to a supermarket and the attendant healthy eating benefits.92

Limited access to supermarkets and ready access to convenience stores not only correlates to fruit and vegetable consumption but, more importantly, directly correlates to obesity. In a 2006 study, researchers discovered that relative proximity to a supermarket reduced the prevalence of obesity by an obesity prevalence ratio of 0.83, whereas relative proximity to convenience stores in place of supermarkets (with their limited healthy choice options)
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produced a high obesity prevalence ratio of 1.16. Ultimately, educational support on healthy choices fails to play a causal role in increasing fruit and vegetable consumption when divorced from the reality of limited supermarket access.93

Consequently, this array of empirical research on the importance of access—not simply benefits—suggests the USDA efforts to cultivate a healthy SNAP program are failing. Educating participants on what choices to make cannot decrease obesity rates among participants if they have no opportunity to make those choices. The majority of food stamp participants reside in food deserts and more than 25 percent cannot reach and return from a supermarket within the thirty-minute94 window necessary to encourage use of supermarkets over closer convenience stores.95 As such, even when participants are left with ample benefits, they have nothing healthy to spend them on—leading to almost exclusive consumption of high calorie foods in place of healthier choices.

3. A Formula for Obesity: Limited Choices + Instability

At the same time that SNAP encourages selection of bad choices, the general instability imposed by limitations on SNAP benefits creates new incentives to over-consume by creating widespread food insecurity among participants. Food insecurity is best defined as “limited or uncertain availability of nutritionally adequate and safe foods or limited or uncertain ability to acquire acceptable foods in socially acceptable ways.”96 As early as 1998, the USDA recognized the correlation between heightened food stamp usage and increased food insecurity.97 Problematically, though, the USDA refuses to recognize the important connection between food insecurity and obesity.98

How does food insecurity interact with obesity? Simply put, food insecurity promotes obesity by encouraging over consumption in anticipation of future caloric shortfalls. This problem is then exacerbated by the availability of low-cost, high-calorie, high-fat foods more readily affordable on the meager benefits provided by the current SNAP.99 These behaviors, and the corresponding weight consequence, are particularly prevalent among women. In one study focusing on overweight individuals, researchers discovered that women reporting even brief periods of mild food insecurity presented as overweight at a rate 30 percent higher than that observed in women reporting
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no experiences of food insecurity. As ironic as this finding appears at first, the threat of hunger and undernourishment actually promotes obesity in poor women. When the need to draw upon the fat reserves created in anticipation of hunger never arises, however, the stored calories are not used and the unhealthy weight gain remains.

This problem of food insecurity, though, may seem at first glance beyond the reach of SNAP. After all, SNAP does not mandate a specific grocery list and it is supposedly calculated to allow participating individuals to adequately acquire sufficient nutrition. Yet, such an understanding of food stamps neglects two important factors. First, the current manifestations of SNAP simply do not provide sufficient resources to permit easy and, perhaps more importantly, secure subsistence. Second, combined with the problem of limited access discussed supra, insecurity encourages participants to exhaust their monthly benefits on some of the least healthy choices possible.

The benefits afforded to SNAP participants depend on a variety of factors including household income, rent or mortgage costs, and medical expenses. In general, though, the average food stamp benefit amounts to the equivalent of roughly $21 per week per person. What’s more, food stamps are only provided on a monthly basis. Some scholars suggest that this extended budgeting period creates food insecurity in its own right by interjecting such an extensive period between benefits payments. Nationally, citizens have called upon their elected representatives to undertake the Food Stamp Challenge. Those responding to the call have consistently reported back their newfound recognition of the exceptional difficulty of securing enough healthy food on a mere $3 per day. While the challenge has done an excellent job raising awareness of hunger, it has failed to bring about commensurate change. Instead, most SNAP participants are left purchasing what $3 per day can buy.

The second problem tied to food security stemming from the current SNAP administrative procedures relates to how excess benefits are treated. Where limited benefits encourage food insecurity, the response among participants will almost uniformly be to use all food stamp benefits even where not necessary in a given week. Unable to reach a supermarket, participants will spend all of those remaining benefits on the poor choices at nearby convenience stores.
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participation provides at least one strong explanation of the heightened obesity observed in participants.

Combining the limited accessibility problem with food insecurity consistently produces the same results—over-consumption of unhealthy foods creating a caloric imbalance leading to obesity. Because poor women are more likely to participate in SNAP and face the logistical difficulties associated with reaching healthy choices under the program, they are often faced with a distressing choice—meeting their basic necessity or properly addressing the long-term health consequences of poor eating habits.

B. TANF: Another Cost of TANF Welfare-to-Work Requirements

In 1996, PRWORA officially ended the 40-year run of the federally administered Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) program and replaced this critical social safety net with a state-run, federally funded block grant program entitled Temporary Aid to Needy Families (TANF).\(^\text{108}\) The dramatic PRWORA legislative package was hailed as “the end to welfare as we know it” in then-President Bill Clinton’s 1993 State of the Union Address.\(^\text{109}\) This devolution of federal authority and responsibility on the states did far more than unburden the federal government of responsibility for providing a social safety net. Instead, Congress imposed an array of conditions, requirements, and new limitations upon would-be TANF recipients never before seen in the AFDC regime.

For the purposes of this conversation, two of PRWORA’s TANF funding conditions take on particular importance. First, PRWORA created a lifetime limit on TANF eligibility. Specifically, that statute limited benefit payments to a maximum of 5 years for an individual participant.\(^\text{110}\) Second, PRWORA mandated that all adult recipients of TANF benefits engage in at least 20 hours of “work activity” per week during any month in which benefits are received, with that number gradually climbing to 30 hours per week of “work activity” in 2000.\(^\text{111}\)

These changes stripped TANF benefits of entitlement status and created two critical problems affecting the rise of obesity in the years that followed. The end of entitlement status and the introduction of the new requirements potentially leading to unstable program participation created in participants a heightened sense of food insecurity—bringing with it all of the problems attached thereto discussed supra in relation to food stamps.\(^\text{112}\) Additionally, in a


social context where women already devote more hours to family care responsibility, the imposition of work requirements, albeit reduced to 20 hours, likely curtails the ability of female participants to make time for essential health-promoting activities like trekking to supermarkets rather than nearby convenience stores, preparing meals, and engaging in fitness activities. Combined, these two factors suggest that PRWORA’s “personal responsibility” measures may actually be forcing women to choose between the extremes of subsistence and obesity.

1. The Impact of TANF on Food Security

The problem of food insecurity created by the flaws in SNAP are only exacerbated by the additional welfare participation requirements imposed upon TANF participants following the enactment of PRWORA. While not all SNAP participants enroll in TANF or vice versa, TANF participants are twice as likely to enroll in SNAP than eligible non-TANF participants—suggesting that TANF participants are more likely than other poor individuals to be subject to the differing but rigorous requirements of each program. Considering empirical research has already demonstrated that the more lax work requirements of SNAP increase food insecurity, TANF’s more demanding 30-hour workweek and sharp limits on benefits likely exacerbate the prevalence of food insecurity.

Poverty is the greatest predictor of food insecurity. The problem with food insecurity stems from a combination of actual food insufficiency as well as the ever-present pressures of household and budgetary management, for a group of individuals typically possessing only limited education and fiscal know-how. In a review of post-TANF food insecurity among single mothers, 36 percent of post-TANF single-mothers experienced some form of material hardship including: sometimes not having enough food, being evicted, being homeless, or having utilities cut off. The same researchers found, though, that income in no way correlated to either food insufficiency or food insecurity-inducing material hardship. What does this mean? At least one DHHS report explains the problem as follows: “The level of hardship documented among the post-TANF leavers, even among those with steady employment, suggests that leaving welfare does not translate into a higher level of well-being.” Consequently, in a system premised on and constantly incentivizing reduced
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caseloads, individual participants are being exposed to greater food insecurity as a direct consequence of TANF’s “purge the rolls” philosophy.

This problem of TANF-enhanced food insecurity is particularly forceful among women. Factors such as physical and mental health problems, domestic abuse, and lack of access to transportation positively correlate to increased reports of insecurity and experiences of material hardship. These problems—a cause for food insecurity and, by extension over-consumption-producing obesity—disproportionately affect female recipients of aid. This disproportionate effect is even greater among the largest group of program subscribers—women of color. Viewed in this way, the obesity disparities observed between women of different races appears to correlate not with cultural differences but with differences in social welfare program participation. Ultimately, while TANF participation may not be the only predictor of obesity in poor women, the failure of the TANF administrators to recognize the added pressures driving food insecurity among single mother participants appears to account for at least a portion of the disparity.

2. TANF and Women’s Limited Temporal Capital

In addition to promoting food insecurity and its attendant problems, TANF can also be linked to a reduction in the amount of temporal capital available for travel in order to secure healthy foods, engage in preparation of healthy meals, and exercise. While TANF certainly impacts the temporal capital of all participants, the impact on women is especially significant given that women already incur added responsibilities absorbing much of their free time when engaged in work outside the home. Though not yet empirically reviewed, the complex interaction between TANF’s time-consuming demands and the special added responsibilities likely dramatically increases “time poverty” and forces poor women to choose between satisfying TANF and pursuing a healthy diet.

The stresses and restrictions imposed on American women’s time almost universally exceed those imposed upon American men’s time. A recent University of Michigan study found that women still bear responsibility for approximately 17 hours per week of household chores while their male counterparts only perform 13 hours per week. Though the Michigan study only considered women versus men, other reviews have examined the impact of actual wage earnings on female housework hours. The only factor empirically
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shown to reduce women’s after-hours workload is a significant increase in wages.\textsuperscript{124} For every $7,500 in income generated by a female spouse, her weekly chore load reduces by approximately one hour.\textsuperscript{125} What’s more, this reduction does not appreciably fluctuate based on a male spouse’s income.\textsuperscript{126} This gender-based time gap, though, does not in itself explain anything about why poor women are more likely to present as obese than their wealthier counterparts. After all, the disparities observed here generally adhere at all income levels.

Instead, the explanation for poverty-obesity disparities may stem from an exacerbation of women’s added time commitments. Specifically, TANF’s work requirements add yet another debt to the time poverty equation. Unfortunately, no empirical research into the aggregate time poverty impact of welfare reform has been published at this time. Nonetheless, circumstantial evidence suggests the problems created by TANF may present a situation of cure worse than the disease. First, consider the issue of transportation. In calculating TANF eligibility, most states cap the “vehicle asset exemption” at one car and many also set an equity cap as well.\textsuperscript{127} As such, possession of adequate transportation for a female spouse or a vehicle of significant value\textsuperscript{128} excludes individuals from TANF altogether. Second, consider the work requirement. Single mothers make up the largest contingent of TANF participants and, though aided by a booming economy in the 1990s, face added difficulties with each economic downturn.\textsuperscript{129} This translates into more time dedicated to low income jobs and, if unemployed, seeking employment to avoid TANF disqualification. Are these observations both speculative and circumstantial? Yes. But are they farfetched? No.

Ultimately, any direct accusation that TANF is “causing” obesity by reducing women’s ability to secure and prepare healthy foods or engage in exercise lacks necessary empirical data support at this time. Still, the intuitive connection between women’s enhanced time pressures combined with stories of difficulty seeking, reaching, and retaining TANF-mandated employment strongly militates in favor of a presumption that TANF is not affording poor women the time—much less the resources—to make healthy choices. Combined with the problem of food insecurity generated by the Food Stamps Program and the general difficulties associated with subsistence in midst of the “food deserts” most participants call home, TANF’s drive to reduce the rolls through heightened participation requirements and greater opportunities for disqualification simply render the pursuit of a healthy weight a secondary goal behind achieving basic subsistence.
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IV. GENDERING THE ISSUE: THE UNIQUE CONSEQUENCES OF FEMALE OBESITY

Men, women, and children throughout the United States are obese. Additionally, men, women, and children throughout the United States receive benefits from both SNAP and TANF. Why, then, emphasize the role of social policy in women’s obesity rather than national obesity? Though the answer begins with the readily observable gender gap discussed in Section II, the reasons for isolating gender, poverty, and obesity in this way stem from far graver concerns. Though often called a “disease,” obesity is as much a status as a medical condition. As such, the implications of obesity differ depending upon the other immutable characteristics of the afflicted individual. In the same way that race and gender combine to give rise to specific inferences about intelligence, aggression, and general personality, so too obesity’s consequences are largely shaped—and arguably exacerbated—by gender.

To illustrate this point and the importance of taking on the policy failures discussed in Section III, this Section will consider the unique toll exacted by obesity upon women. Part A will consider the added medical harms experienced by women ranging from heightened rates of high blood pressure and diabetes to issues of infertility and cancer. Part B will consider the social implications of being an obese American woman, including: 1) the weight wage gap; 2) the presumption of unfitness; and 3) the problem and implications of diet hysteria. Finally, Part C will consider the implications obesity discrimination may have for the advances in gender equality secured by Title VII as well as the need to view many forms of obesity discrimination as unlawful gender discrimination.

A. Adding to the Medical Toll

Medically, obesity has been identified as the source of various disorders, conditions, and other diseases affecting almost every part and function of the human body. From readily apparent correlations to hypertension to more surprising links to conditions like breast or colon cancer, the implications of being obese are both pervasive and severe. Yet recent reviews of how obesity actually manifests these harms suggest that the burdens of obesity are not borne equally by the sexes. Instead, women disproportionately suffer from the medical consequences of obesity above and beyond the heightened rates expected as a consequence of the obesity gender gap.

The impact of obesity on women has been carefully measured regarding a variety of conditions. The relative risk experienced by obese women exceeded that of similarly situated obese men for Type 2 diabetes, hypertension, and, as women crossed the threshold between overweight and obesity, coronary heart disease. Additionally, Polycystic Ovary Syndrome, a condition only affecting
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women, is also positively correlated with obesity.\textsuperscript{133} Disorders and diseases stemming from obesity often, in turn, lead to heightened susceptibility to even more problems such as cardiovascular disease.\textsuperscript{134} In short, when isolated, obese women consistently show a greater risk of developing a variety of health depleting conditions than their male counterparts as well as a greater risk of developing secondary conditions.

What about the medical impact of female obesity in the aggregate though? Given the numerous medical conditions tied to obesity, one major peer reviewed study has completed the significant task of breaking down the quantitative impact of obesity-related illness along gender lines. Drawing upon the 2000 Medical Expenditure Panel Survey to obtain quality-of-life information and the 1990-1992 National Health Interview Survey linked to National Death Index mortality figures, a team headed by Peter Muennig, MD, MPH, found that obesity has a dramatically greater impact on the number of female quality-adjusted life years.\textsuperscript{135} The “quality-adjusted years” measure employed by Muennig and his team sought to overcome the limitations of prior studies focusing only on increased risk of specific conditions and incorporate the psychological toll of obesity in the calculation.\textsuperscript{136} The study reported that, nationally, obese men lost approximately 1.9 million quality-adjusted life years due to obesity-related illness compared to healthy counterparts whereas obese women lost approximately 3.4 million quality-adjusted life years.\textsuperscript{137} The disparity in impact—a differential of approximately 1.8 times—far exceeds the 3 to 4 percent obesity gender gap.

Considering the apparent linkage between obesity and social policies targeting poor women, the magnitude of these medical hardships takes on new meaning. If women are being pushed into obesity by the failures of the social safety net, then perhaps the annual medical expenditures on these obesity-related illness—a figure reaching upwards of $78.5 billion dollars per year in 1998\textsuperscript{138}—and valuations on lost quality of life should to be taken into consideration when attempting to mend the holes in that net.

B. Social Considerations: The “Fat” Man versus the “Fat” Woman

Perhaps the most damaging consequences of obesity, though, do not stem from diabetes, hypertension, or even a heightened cancer risk. Instead, perhaps the biggest problem faced by poor obese women is the social punishment and community demands stemming from a simple height-to-weight ratio. Three specific concerns come to the forefront when examining the social consequences of female obesity: 1) the exacerbation of the gender wage gap promoted by obesity; 2) the general presumption of unfitness applied to “obese” women; and
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3) the dangerous complications associated with weight hysteria and the phenomenon of “yo-yo dieting.”

1. The Gendered Obesity Wage Gap and Perpetual Poverty

In its most tangible form, the intersection of gender and obesity can be articulated in terms of dollars and cents. Though also a legal consequence discussed infra, the financial impact of female obesity, perhaps, is better understood as a social force. Driven largely by perceptions of capacity and desirability, the gendered obesity wage gap transcends legal issues of discrimination to inform the ability of poor women to advance out of poverty and, in turn, out of obesity. The suppression of wages experienced by obese women pushes them towards poverty and social welfare programs, thereby exacerbating their individual weight condition, thereby leading to further suppressed wages. Consequently, the gendered obesity wage gap may represent the most tangible explanation of increased obesity among poor women.

In general, women consistently receive lower wages for performing the same work as men. According to the U.S. Department of Labor Bureau of Labor Statistics, women receive approximately just under $0.81 for every $1 earned by a similarly situated man. What’s more, disparities in income based on race also track increases in obesity among women with Caucasian women earning more than women of color. The reasons explaining this disparity range from gendered notions of the value of work to the perception that male salaries are a necessity for families (whereas female salaries provide for excess or luxury). As it pertains to this discussion, though, the most important explanation stems from the clustering trend in available employment. Generally, women are more likely to fill low-paying positions, work for an hourly wage, and receive only the federal or state minimum wage for their efforts.

This problem of the gender wage gap is exacerbated by obesity. The stigma associated with obesity has appreciably increased in recent years despite the rampant spread of overweight and obesity to all segments of the population. An examination of the correlation between gender and obesity in Caucasian women shows an increasing wage penalty in recent years for those women perceived to be or actually obese. In total, the wage penalty associated with
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obesity in women is 7.47 percent on the dollar—nearly doubling the penalty observed in 1981. Moreover, this “penalty” on wages directly correlates to successive increases in BMI with the penalty growing larger as women approach and exceed a BMI of 30. Yet no male obesity wage penalty exists. This “wage penalty,” then, narrowly affects women to further suppress their wages in a marketplace where they are both under-compensated and regularly relegated to the lowest paying jobs available already.

Driven primarily by social perceptions and the possibility of latent employer discrimination, the exacerbation of the wage gap caused by obesity raises important questions about SNAP, TANF, and the root causes of obesity in poor women. SNAP and TANF participants are the most likely to work in low wage sectors and to receive the minimum wage. Though participants are more likely to be employed now than pre-PRWORA, participants are no more likely to exceed poverty thresholds and, more specifically, single mothers are more likely to backslide into deeper poverty. As such, while TANF presumably seeks to reduce poverty, the reality is that TANF is not helping women achieve subsistence levels of income. Taken as a whole, then, TANF programming simply is not sufficient in its current form to overcome the exit barriers preventing women’s escape from poverty and at the same time exacerbates the movement towards obesity among these same poor women.

2. The Presumption of Unfitness: Confronting the “Obesity Myth”

In 2002, Jennifer Portnick was fired for being from her position as a Jazzercise instructor for being presumptively unfit despite exercising regularly, teaching successfully, and never incurring any disciplinary problems. According to Jazzercise, Portnick’s 245-pound frame simply did not convey an image of “fitness” and, as a consequence, would be harmful to business. Yet Portnick was fit. What caused her termination had nothing to do with her actual fitness but, rather, the presumption of unfitness. The overly simplistic approach to defining obesity on the basis of BMI consistently leads American society to equate a number on the scale with positive or negative health outcomes. Though adopted as a matter of necessity for the purposes of this Article, the BMI-obesity definition spurs on this presumption of unfitness and the discriminatory consequences attached thereto.

As briefly mentioned in Section II, recent scholarship has increasingly taken issue with the use of BMI to define obesity. The foremost example of this rising wave of critical scholarship is the work of Paul Campos. In his book The Obesity
Myth, Campos argues that increased emphasis on BMI-based views of weight and fat create a general presumption that size automatically creates poor health and limited capacity to perform even basic functions. Campos suggests that the “problems” of weight and obesity are not really problems at all. Instead, he devotes the bulk of his discussion to demonstrating the profit-motive driving a dissemination of what he describes as misleading, inaccurate, and plainly deceptive information on health and weight. Campos’s argument goes much further than most other scholars to suggest that the problem of obesity in America is not a problem at all. As an example, when told he is suggesting “we are ‘giving people permission to be fat,’” his response is: “As opposed to what—not giving people permission to be fat?” His alternative approach of placing fitness ahead of BMI as the primary focus of policy is not without empirical support in the medical community. Ultimately, Campos views obesity as a contrived rather than real “disease” producing very real and very unnecessary social and moral consequences.

While Campos’s argument admittedly takes rejection of obesity orthodoxy to extremes, he has hit upon an important factor in assessing the consequences of obesity. As he puts it, modern obesity orthodoxy has “made us both the fattest people in the developed world, and increasingly miserable about the fact.” Even without accepting Campos’s premise that the weight-loss industry has created a false medicalization of obesity, his fundamental assertion that society extends obesity beyond a medical condition into the realm of morality warrants consideration. The presumption of unfitness implied by Campos’s argument and the experiences of overweight or obese individuals like Jennifer Portnick has two important consequences. Most apparently, the presumption of unfitness allows people in positions of authority and power to discriminate against individuals presenting as obese or overweight. As a result, the obese are relegated to lower paying positions preventing their escape from poverty and its obesity-inducing consequences.

At the same time, the presumption of unfitness may now be so ingrained as to create a second factor explaining the persistence and expansion of obesity among the poor. Perhaps not only employers or customers presume the unfitness of those who are overweight. As Campos stresses, one of the biggest problem with social perceptions of obesity is that they skew self-image and promote self-loathing. In short, what if those who are already overweight or obese adopt the presumption of unfitness? Unfortunately, no empirical data is available on this topic. Nonetheless, the speculative impact of this highly probable reality is likely extreme. Synergized with the readily observable external presumption of unfitness imposed by employers and customers, an
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internal presumption of unfitness would only exacerbate the limits imposed upon the obese and would promote self-selection for low-paying, easy-access employment—again promoting the obesity-poverty relationship.

3. Weight Hysteria and the Toll of Yo-Yo Dieting

The final socially-driven consequence meriting discussion in this context pertains to the cyclical forces driving perpetual obesity. America is awash in weight hysteria and fad diets. Though all of the preceding discussion has focused on the causes creating obesity, the problem of weight hysteria and yo-yo dieting helps explain one more reason that—once affixed—obesity’s grasp may be impossible to escape for poor women.

Much like Campos, New York Times reporter Gina Kolata counts herself among the skeptics of obesity orthodoxy. Zeroing in on the relationship between weight obsession and dieting, Kolata’s recent book Rethinking Thin presents a compelling picture regarding the inescapable cycle of weight gain and dieting.158 Following the endeavors of a group of dieters participating in a University of Pennsylvania study, Kolata watched as participants’ efforts to exercise, reduce calorie intakes, and avoid obesity-behaviors succeeded only to be followed by weight gains matching or even exceeding what was lost.159 Her observations left a lingering question: if society is living longer and disability rates are down, why is America unable to stop fixating on the number shown on the scale?160 Kolata asserts that the cause of this fixation is a combination of the moralization discussed by Campos, biological impulses creating hunger when people try to fit into inappropriate “ideal weights,” and a genuine lack of individual responsibility for certain obesity outcomes.161

Much like Campos, Kolata may take her rejection of obesity orthodoxy too far and unfairly embrace obesity as inevitable. The foundations of her argument, however, are sound. Americans spend approximately $58.7 billion per year to a diet industry that often offers far more than it can deliver.162 Yet most dieters will promptly gain back any weight lost shortly after reaching their individual goals—a process called “weight cycling.”163 Consequently, the struggle against obesity is difficult even when afforded all necessary resources. Applied to the context of poor women residing in one of America’s food deserts, the odds of successfully affording, participating in, and remaining on a healthy dieting program are slim. At the same time, the national obsession with weight will encourage poor women to find fad alternatives to losing weight to escape the presumption of unfitness only to fail in most cases and end up in a position worse than before. Consequently, the “weight-cycling” phenomenon decried by
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Kolata likely has a more pronounced affect on poor women—further exacerbating the weight problems created by SNAP and TANF participation.

C. Obesity, Gender, and a New Understanding of Title VII

The last important consequence of poor female obesity stems from the legal arena and the hard-fought battles to secure equal employment status for women in the workplace under the aegis of Title VII. Though long neglected, the idea that “obesity discrimination against women is actually gender discrimination” ought to be revived and afforded new consideration. As perhaps the most insidious consequences of female obesity, obese women increasingly find themselves outside the scope of Title VII sex protection. Worse still, no attempt to pursue redress through the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) appears likely to slow, much less stop, the retrenching of obese women’s right to equal treatment when compared not to non-obese women but to men.

In the late-1990s, the ADA seemed to present a new means of redressing the growing problem of obesity discrimination. The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission quickly came to the defense of the morbidly obese—the condition of maintaining twice the designated healthy weight—and asserted that extreme obesity constitutes a qualifying disability. Building upon this success, scholars began seeing the ADA as possible foothold for combating obesity discrimination as an unlawful act. The special category of ADA discrimination encompassing “persons regarded as having a qualifying disability” applied to obesity for the first time in *Cook v. Rhode Island Department of Mental Health, Retardation, & Hospitals*, and seemed to pave the way for broader applications.

This effort to expand the ADA to encompass all obese individuals has slowly weakened, however, in the face of an increasingly unreceptive court. For instance, the Sixth Circuit mandates that obese individuals show a physiological cause of their obesity in order to assert an ADA claim. This dramatic restriction on even morbid obesity ADA claims has begun to take hold and has spread to other circuits. In general, the “personal responsibility” campaign permeating the social conception of present-day obesity not only advances this judicial reasoning, but also reflects a general view that individual rather than collective action is the only acceptable response to obesity.

Ultimately, though, this decade-long emphasis on the ADA is likely misplaced. Considering women disproportionately bear the brunt of obesity

---

discrimination, the idea that obesity discrimination is really gender discrimination—an idea casually set-aside during the nascence of the obesity debate—should be reconsidered. The correlation between heightened female obesity, difficulties obtaining employment as an obese woman, and wage suppression in excess of that normal gender gap suggests that obesity discrimination is actually gender discrimination in disguise. The cool reception of this idea among many feminist academic circles stems largely from the divisive impact such an approach may have. As one article notes, “if the sixty-two percent of women who are overweight and obese are being systematically discriminated against... often times by other women, this discrimination has the potential to be incredibly... destructive to women’s overall achievement.” While some would still argue that avoiding this threat to a more unified feminist policy outlook is still critical, such an approach necessarily acquiesces to the marginalization of the gender discrimination underlying obesity-gender discrimination.

Whether characterized as individual disparate treatment or systemic disparate impact discrimination, the impacts discussed throughout this section and the consistent finding that these impacts are greater among women than men (even accounting for the gender-obesity gap) suggest that women are being discriminated against not only because they are obese but because they are obese women. With a public willing to laugh at “comedic blurbs” mocking the classification of the morbidly obese as disabled, the intolerable discrimination based on a suspect classification like gender is being obscured by the intersection with “socially acceptable” discrimination based on weight. Yet this subtle sexism represents one more—and perhaps the most invidious—consequence of being an obese woman in America.

V. CONCLUSION: PREVENTING PUBLIC POLICY-PROMOTED OBESITY

The policies designed to help America’s poor women secure basic subsistence and move out of poverty are pushing them into obesity and inhibiting their efforts to make a better life for themselves. Though no single policy measure or series of corrections to the current SNAP or TANF assistance structure will eliminate the correlation between poverty, gender, and obesity, a few common-sense proposals may be able to address at least the policy-driven gaps. In particular, two major policy shifts may be able to narrow the gender obesity gap as it corresponds to poverty. First, SNAP should continue seeking to expand participation into farmers’ markets while also seeking to develop new methods of attracting supermarkets to America’s food deserts. Second, both the SNAP benefits cycle and TANF eligibility requirements should be revisited by Congress to alleviate the major sources of food insecurity facing program participants. While they are far from comprehensive and cannot address all of the problems created by the current SNAP and TANF administration systems,
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these proposals represent the first steps to ensuring that individuals no longer face the clamor of “personal responsibility” without the means to take that responsibility.

A. Water to the Desert: Ensuring Access to Healthy Choices

The easiest aspect of this problem to redress is the limited access to healthy foods facing the residents of various food deserts. Two major strategies can help create an oasis of healthy choices for these citizens. First, the USDA’s pilot farmers’ market program should be expanded and enjoy added incentives. As of 2009, more than 900 farmers markets and farm stands began accepting SNAP benefits in some form.\footnote{USDA Agric. Mkts. Serv. et al., Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) at Farmers Markets, A How-To Handbook 3 (2010), available at http://www.ams.usda.gov/AMSv1.0/getfile?dDocName=STELPRDC5085298&acct=wdmgeninfo.} These programs operate in a variety of forms including use of EBT cards or, alternatively, exchanging EBT credits for tokens or other currency only redeemable at the farmer’s market.\footnote{Id. at 1.} Though helpful, these programs will have little effect if individuals must travel as far to reach the farmers’ market as they would to reach the supermarket. As such, the USDA efforts to develop SNAP in the context of farmers’ markets must be paired with an effort to encourage the creation of new markets in states’ various food deserts.

The second option for advancing the availability of healthy choices is the introduction of a combination of new incentive programs and statutory mandates to attract supermarkets to food deserts. Consolidation among supermarkets in recent decades as well as the spread of “super-mega stores” like Wal-Mart has dramatically reshaped the distribution and accessibility of food in poor America.\footnote{Katy Mamen, The Oakland Inst., Pol’y Brief 1(3), Facing Goliath: Challenging the Impacts of Supermarket Consolidation on Our Local Economies, Communities, and Food Security 1 (2007).} These large chains draw away resources and revenue from local retailers until grocery shopping shifts to single centralized locations.\footnote{Id. at 3-4.} Yet a combination of statutory restrictions and tax and subsidy incentives could return supermarkets to the segments of the population desperately in need of access to healthier choices than the local McDonalds. First, on the restrictive side, state and federal governments should limit or prohibit the transfer of public assistance funding and subsidies to retailers who have abandoned stores in low-income neighborhoods or who are not within easy access of those neighborhoods.\footnote{Id. at 7 (proposing that public aid be limited to those companies paying employees a “living wage”).} These “stick” statutory restrictions should be combined, though, with the “carrot” of incentive packages. By carefully crafting tax credits and exemptions, as well as the provision of public subsidy, for the construction and operation of supermarkets in low-income neighborhoods, supermarket chains will again have reason to set up shop in the food deserts around the country.
In short, SNAP can only produce healthy citizens when those citizens can get healthy food. By developing the growing farmers’ market sector and working with major supermarket chains, that access can be a reality for the more than 25 percent of SNAP participants lacking access to dietetic foods.

B. Combating Uncertainty: Limiting Policy-Driven Food Insecurity

The other major problem facing SNAP and TANF participants is program-created food insecurity. Considering the strong linkage between food insecurity and obesity, revisions to both programs alleviating participants’ stability concerns will certainly aid in the effort to combat participant obesity. Regarding SNAP, the easiest and most cost-effective way of reducing the imposition of SNAP food insecurity is altering the benefits delivery schedule. For TANF participants, the sources of the food insecurity problem are at the heart of PRWORA’s core purposes—making the obstacles to change much more severe. Nonetheless, the effort to reduce obesity among the ranks of TANF need not eliminate the time limits and work requirements of PRWORA. Instead, by introducing a new measure of administrative discretion in how to apply PRWORA’s rules, TANF participants may be able to escape the perpetual instability associated with their program participation.

In order to reduce food insecurity, the SNAP cycle should be split to correspond with typical pay cycles. The current system only pays out benefits at the beginning of each month and then places responsibility for budgeting the use of the benefits on participants. This long-range budgeting likely represents the primary source of food insecurity among participants. By splitting the benefits cycle from a monthly into a semi-monthly regime, SNAP administrators will be able to accomplish two important advances. First, participants will no longer be forced to bear responsibility of budgeting their benefits over a four-week period. Instead, for many, their benefits payments will correspond with wage payments and create a sense of greater stability. Second, the impact of any participant failures to properly budget benefits will be dramatically reduced and, as a consequence, such failures will be less likely to create long-term food insecurity associated with SNAP participation. As such, for the administrative cost of distributing two rather than one round of electronic benefits, much of the food insecurity attached to SNAP participation could be eliminated.

While certainly more complex, the food insecurity problems created by TANF’s requirements are also at least partially remediable through the introduction of minor changes to the general program. Ideally, the instability and insecurity associated with TANF could be eliminated by a removal or dramatic extension of the lifetime limits as well as a dramatic reduction in the number of hours included in the so-called “welfare to work” requirement. Realistically, any wholesale attack on these requirements is simply not politically viable. As such, TANF’s food insecurity issues must be addressed indirectly.

The best indirect method of reducing food insecurity is affording state administrative programs new discretion in assessing the fulfillment of TANF
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requirements. If participants must be bussed two hours each way to and from work, states should be able to count some or all of that time towards the 30-hour requirement. If a given neighborhood sees increasing numbers of participants drop off the TANF roles due to the time limits rather than successful movement out of poverty, states should be empowered to extend the lifetime limit on a case-by-case basis. Such an introduction of administrative discretion would accomplish two important tasks. First, it would help offset the increasing time poverty experienced by TANF participants thereby enabling more time expenditures on securing and preparing healthy foods as well as engaging in fitness activities. Second, it would remove the “ticking clock” from TANF and enable hardworking participants the opportunity to receive benefits so long as their participation meets state minimums.

“Healthy living” is only a choice when subsistence is assured. By correcting the shortcomings in SNAP benefits distribution and TANF’s arbitrary boundaries, the problem of food insecurity—a key problem underlying obesity among poor women—can be substantially reduced among participants in both social programs.

C. Taking on the Intersection Gender, Poverty, and Obesity

The problem of obesity among poor women is complex and multifaceted. Certainly, additional empirical research on issues like time poverty and welfare reform as well as the internalization of the presumption of unfitness is needed to gain a fuller understanding of how SNAP and TANF work to create obesity in this segment of the population. Nonetheless, this Article has attempted to illuminate some of the facets of the obesity issue and focus on just a few ways that public policy can be reshaped to help poor women break free of obesity and its attendant health, social, and legal consequences with an ultimate aim of helping create paths out of poverty. By taking the time to move beyond discrete categories of classification and consider the important intersections between things like race, gender, and poverty, previously hidden issues like those presented here become both observable and manageable. Approached in this way, even a massive issue like the spread of obesity to a huge contingent of the population can be understood not only as an important medical concern but, more importantly, as a reflection of social values and polices effecting the daily lives of America’s least advantaged women.